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Abstract

Advanced information systems present a key enabling technology for innovative
customer-oriented services by the utility industry. Real-time and two-way electronic
information exchange with the customer over the power grid and other media is now
possible. This provides the baseline for a host of new customer services, provided
proper advantage is taken of a variety of recent advances in information technol-
ogy. In this context, we discuss (a) how to engineer knowledge into systems and ser-
vices, giving rise to smart software and intelligent systems, and (b) how to exploit
this practically for novel ways to achieve distributed load management, dealing with
thousands of devices simultaneously. A special characteristic of our concept is that
the two-way information exchange for load-balancing purposes is based on market
mechanisms similar to an auction. This auction is carried out by small smart soft-
ware programs in devices (such as radiators) that represent and assist the customer.
Field experiments with this intelligent and distributed new approach to power load
management are currently performed.

http://www.enersearch.se/~ygge/
www.cs.utwente.nl/~akkerman/
http://www.enersearch.se/


Engineering Knowledge into Systems and Services

Fiercer international competition, deregulation as well as increasing societal demands call
for new ways and concepts to meet the customer’s needs. At the same time, current ad-
vances in Information Technology provide the technical means to better serve the cus-
tomer:

� Hardware and telecom technology now allows to establish direct electronic commu-
nication between the utility and its customers. Information exchange is now possible
in a real-time and Internet-like fashion.

� Modern software technology has made it possible to make systems more intelligent,
in the sense that they incorporate more knowledge about what they are supposed to
do and can act accordingly. In addition, this can now be done in a flexible, user-
friendly and even attractive way.

Every load in the system is represented by an intelligent agent (a piece of computer
software) that buys and sells power on a computational market.

A ”Society” of Intelligent Loads: Homebots

Figure 1: Devices and loads are equipped with smart small software programs called agents.
These software agents communicate, act and cooperate as representatives assisting the customer,
to achieve given goals such as power load management.

Combining these advances creates potentially high benefits for energy utility applications.
First, through communication information systems become capable to obtain timely and
relevant information more readily. Second, through incorporating knowledge they can
process this information in a more useful and active way. They will thus behave as if they
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have a better grip on the content and meaning of what they are supposed to do for us. In
short, they will act more intelligently: knowledge plus communication are the ingredients
for intelligence in systems.

In order to realize these potential benefits, new information-processing concepts and meth-
ods must be developed and tested. Neither the conventional technical number-crunching
type of programs nor business database-style systems provide adequate tools in this regard.
Such systems are too big, too passive and insufficiently open and adaptive to a dynamically
changing environment.

A different concept is offered by taking advantage of the mentioned advances in IT. De-
vices can now be equipped with communication and information-processing capabilities,
by supplying them with networked, communicating microprocessors together with smart
software running on top of them. As depicted in Figure 1, this results in devices that can
actively and automatically serve the customer as a kind of active personal assistant (in
the computer world known as software ‘agents’) to help realize the customer’s wishes. In
the longer term, not only humans, but also industrial and household equipment will thus
become part of the all-encompassing ‘Information Society’.

In everyday language, it is now technologically possible that software-equipped commu-
nicating devices ‘talk to’, ‘negotiate’, ‘make decisions’ and ‘cooperate’ with each other,
over the low-voltage grid and other media. This enables radically new approaches to util-
ity applications. We use this concept to achieve distributed load management in a novel
fashion: by a cooperating ‘society of intelligent devices’.

This is a project that is currently in its field test stage. It forms part of the ISES (Informa-
tion - Society - Energy - System) project that is carried out by EnerSearch AB (Malmö,
Sweden), and supported by several big utilities and supplying companies in Europe (Syd-
kraft, PreussenElektra, EDF, IBM Utility, ABB). Its goal is to investigate novel informa-
tion exchange mechanisms for customer-oriented utility applications. Large-scale distrib-
uted load management is one instance of this development.

Automatic distributed load management provides new opportunities for increased utiliza-
tion of present investments in existing distribution grids. Better load balancing and de-
mand saving has a significant impact on reducing and postponing investments by utility
industries. At the same time, it serves the customer’s interest, since it allows for cost re-
duction by taking advantage of tailored and more flexible tariffs and client contracts, for
those customers who are willing to participate in load management actions.

Components of Intelligent Distributed Load Management

Our approach is to achieve dynamic and automatic load balancing by means of software
agent technology. Networked microprocessors enable to view the system of distributed
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loads as a communicating group of ‘smart’ equipment, acting as representatives for the
utility and its customers, and interacting to solve the demand management problem. Every
device or load, such as heaters, radiators and boilers in a household, is thereby represented
by a software agent responsible for efficient and optimal use of energy, while taking the
customer preferences into account. We call these agents HOMEBOTS.

Due to the complexity and the large scale involved, novel mechanisms for distributed prob-
lem solving and control are to be constructed. A key idea is that the communication and
cooperation between devices for the purpose of load management takes the form of a mar-
ket where they can buy and sell power demand. Individual equipment agents communi-
cate and negotiate, in a free-market bidding like manner, to achieve energy and cost sav-
ings both for the utility and the customer. The market models adapted from business such
as auctions, offer promising concepts to automatically manage large distributed technical
systems. This is a decentralized way to reduce unwanted peak loads.

Announce
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Preferences

Bid
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Schedule

Implement

Monitor Monitor
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Figure 2: The various tasks in distributed load management, when viewed as a market process.

The HOMEBOT agent software acts in a smart fashion by incorporating adequate knowl-
edge about load management in the system. Here, we exploit modern techniques from
the area of knowledge-based systems. The COMMONKADS methodology, the European
standard for knowledge engineering and expert systems development, distinguishes three
different categories of knowledge:
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1. Task knowledge: an intelligent system embodies knowledge about the goal it has to
achieve, as well as how this goal can be broken down into smaller tasks such that
they can be successfully planned.

2. Domain knowledge: to achieve goals in any information-richarea, an intelligent sys-
tem must possess a significant amount of knowledge in various forms (facts, rules,
heuristics, models, theories) concerning the specific domain.

3. Problem-solving or reasoning knowledge: this knowledge is the linking pin between
task and domain knowledge, by explicating how the different (sub)tasks can be suc-
cessfully performed by using the various appropriate elements of available domain
knowledge.

Accordingly, a task diagram of distributed load management is given in Figure 2. It shows
the overall task decomposition and the associated information flow of power load man-
agement as carried out through a market mechanism. The main components of intelligent
distributed load management are outlined below.

Demand management through computational markets

I buy 2.1
kWh for
0.49 SEK.

I buy 2.1
kWh for
0.49 SEK.

I buy 2.1
kWh for
0.49 SEK.

I buy 2.1
kWh for
0.49 SEK.

Computational Market:
bids at an auction

I buy 3
kWh for
0.4 SEK.

I buy 2.1
kWh for
0.49 SEK.

I buy 2
kWh for
0.5 SEK.

Figure 3: Distributed load management is implemented in terms of an auction, whereby software
agents representing the utility and the customers bid and negotiate to buy and sell power demand.

To begin with, a software agent representing the utility (say, at the level of a secondary
substation) announces the start of a load management action to the customer agents (which
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may represent a smart electricity meter in a household or plant or equipment beyond that
such as radiators). For example, if its goal is to reduce current energy consumption, it may
offer a price or tariff different from the usual one. The customer agents then determine to
what extent they are interested in participating in the load management action. This is
based on the customer’s preferences and is, of course, also changeable and programmable
by the customer. On this basis, the customer agents prepare bids to sell some power (that is:
to postpone or reduce energy use) in return for a financial benefit as offered by the utility,
cf. Figure 3.

The totality of bids is then assessed in an auction as in a free, competitive market. The
auction results in a reallocation of the available power. How this works in a technical,
computational sense is shown in Figure 4. In our system, power is treated as any resource
or commodity that is traded on a market. In a load management action there is a certain
(limited) supply of it. Both the utility and the customer agents also have a certain demand
for it, for which they are willing to pay a certain price. How much everyone gets, and at
what price, is determined automatically in the auction.

Market Equilibrium

Demand

Price

Demand

Price

P P

d
-d

A market equilibrium is a price / set of prices such that
supply meets demand. (Here a P such that d-d=0.)

Figure 4: Market negotiation continues until a market equilibrium is established. This is the case
when supply becomes equal to demand in the auction process. Then, each participating agent
achieves the best possible deal in terms of obtaining power use versus spending financial budget.
Economic market equilibrium corresponds to the optimum allocation of available power over all
involved equipment agents.

In realizing an auction on the computer, we employ long-established formal theory on the
functioning of competitive markets, which is available from economic science (especially
from the field known as micro-economic theory). Due to its rigorous mathematical form,
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this theory is readily adaptable for implementation on a computer. The corresponding al-
gorithms that calculate the market equilibrium have been adopted from numerical analy-
sis and optimization (since market mechanisms can be reformulated as a kind of optimum
search problems). Readers interested in these technical aspects can find more information
in the publications listed in the references.

Market negotiation and computation continues until a market equilibrium is established.
This is the case when supply becomes equal to demand in the auction process. Then, each
participating agent achieves the best possible deal in terms of obtaining power use versus
spending financial budget. Economic market equilibrium can be proven to correspond to
the optimum allocation of available power over all involved equipment agents.

Real-time scheduling to implement the auction outcomes

Scheduling of Discrete Loads

How do you achieve a use of 0.6kW on average with an 1kW load,
that can only be switched on and off?
Solution: Switch on and off at appropriately scheduled
time intervals.

0.6 0.4

Figure 5: After the auction is over, the awarded power must be scheduled over time, such that (i)
the agreed amount of power is delivered averaged over time, while (ii) at the same time fluctuations
and on/off switching costs are minimized.

After the auction has been completed, its outcomes — that is, the allocation of power cor-
responding to the market equilibrium — are awarded and communicated to all agents in-
volved (cf. Figure 2). Next, the loads are scheduled in accordance with the awarded power
over some agreed period (say, the next hour). This is implemented through appropriate
on/off switching of the involved loads, whereby power-line communication will typically
play an important role. Finally, agreed results as well as implemented outcomes are mon-
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itored by all parties, providing a data base of the facts needed in the contracts between
utility and customer. This whole process is carried out automatically.

The basics behind the scheduling approach are sketched in Figure 5. First of all, the agreed
amount of power must be delivered on average over the agreed period of time. This is
achieved by choosing the proper relation between the on/off periods (e.g. 60% of the time
on and 40% off over the next hour in the example given in the Figure). In addition, it is
desirable that the deviations from the desired average are as small as possible at all points
of time, whereas at the same time on/off switching of a load becomes not too costly and
frequent. Computationally, this is a matter of satisfying a number of simultaneous con-
straints. For this, simple and robust algorithms have been developed in numerical analysis.
The average on/off switching interval can thereby be chosen as a free parameter.

Representing and expressing customer preferences

Evidently, an important issue in the market approach to load management is how to express
and represent customer preferences. Here, we again make use of ideas from economic
market theory, which standardly employs so-called utility functions. They express in a
numerical way the value for the customer for getting a certain amount of power: the higher
the number, the higher the demand. Some typical utility curves are depicted in Figure 6.
In this way, customer preferences can be quantitatively ordered and compared with each
other, a task easy to carry out for a computer.

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

-0.5
-0.25

0
0.25
0.5

0.75
1 consumer value (utility)

water heater

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

-0.5
-0.25

0
0.25

0.5
0.75

1

amount of resource (kW)

electrically heated house

Figure 6: Some typical utility functions. They are standardly used in the micro-economic theory
of markets and express in a numerical way the value for the customer for getting a certain amount
of power.

The utility functions play a key role in the computation of a market equilibrium, as pre-
sented in Figure 7. The slope (or derivative) of a utility curve is called the marginal utility.
This marginal utility essentially represents the bidding price for an agent. (This is under-
standable, because a bid price measures how much your utility changes in exchange for
some of the commodity being traded). In the auction, then, the power resource allocation
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is changed iteratively by the computer, until all bid prices (marginal utilities) have become
the same. The price that is shared in the end by all agents is the market price associated
with market equilibrium. No agent will then gain any further by buying or selling power,
and so the load management action as a market process is completed.

Utility

Power

Marginal Utility Allocated amount

Power Reallocation

The HOMEBOTS system calculates the market equilibrium to achieve optimal energy use.

Figure 7: The allocation of the power is adjusted during the auction until the marginal utilities are
all equal. Marginal utilities are seen as the slopes of the utility curves, and represent the bidding
prices of the HOMEBOT agents. When the overall allocation of power has become such that all
bidding prices are equal, a market equilibrium exists: no agent will gain any further by buying or
selling power, and so the load management action as a market process is completed.

A further issue — not solved in economic science or market theory, by the way — is how
one actually determines a utility curve in a practical and individual case. In general, this
will depend on various factors including personal characteristics of the customer as well
as load and process models concerning the functioning of devices. So, this is an area that
needs practical study and experimentation. Nevertheless, for some classes of equipment
this problem can be practically solved in a simple way.

Qualitatively speaking, customer utility in a household setting is to achieve maximum
comfort at minimum cost. For heating equipment, for example, comfort is represented by
the fact that the actual building temperature does not deviate too much from the setpoint
temperature. A numerical measure for comfort therefore is taking the (squared) deviation
(Tactual � Tsetpoint)2. Cost is of course straightforwardly represented by the amount of
money to be paid for used energy. A corresponding quantitative utility function is thus
obtained by taking the comfort measure in terms of the temperature deviation minus the
energy costs.
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Then, market-based load management consists in every customer agent attempting to max-
imize its own utility function. As an intermediate step, the comfort measure, at first ex-
pressed in terms of a temperatureT , must be transformed before the auction in terms of the
power needed to achieve a given temperature. This transformation can be done by means
of identification of run-time sensor data and/or a simple thermodynamic process model,
familiar from climate control and similar building services.

Load management actions in this setting exploit the fact that there is a difference between
actual and setpoint temperature. This is where customer wishes and characteristics come
in. Namely, the allowed ‘bandwidth’ between actual and setpoint temperature differs for
different customers, and thus is a parameter of the utility function that may be freely set
by customers upon controlling their home. Market studies currently carried out elsewhere
in the ISES project give more insight into such customer characteristics.

Field Test Implementation of Distributed Load Manage-
ment

Software and simulation results

The components of intelligent distributed load management, as discussed above and sum-
marized in Figure 2, have all been implemented and tested in a software system called the
HOMEBOTS system. With this system, first many off-line simulation tests have been per-
formed.

This research has shown that agent and market-oriented programming is well suited for
this kind of application. Conversely, the challenging nature of the application is generating
innovative insights and methods for intelligent agent technology in general. The reliability
of our approach is greatly helped by the fact that it has a solid and rigorous foundation in the
(mathematical) micro-economic theory of markets, and associated computer algorithms.

Based on simulated experiments, the information exchange mechanisms and problem
solving turns out to be fast, simple and efficient (see further the referenced publications
at the end of this paper). Also, the scalability of the approach proves to be highly satis-
factory: simulations with thousands of equipment agents simultaneously involved in the
auction and the scheduling present no problem whatsoever. As a result, our approach to
distributed load management has shown its technological feasibility; at the software level,
a proof-of-principle has thus been given.

An example simulation is shown in Figure 8. The vertical axis shows power consumption,
and the horizontal axis shows time (in terms of market negotiation rounds). The utility
agent is instructed to reduce the overall load, visible by the big dip in the figure. Then,
an auction is started, resulting for the various agents in a balanced reduction of energy
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Figure 8: Results of a simulation of an auction for power load management. The agent (No. 1,
the solid curve with the big dip) representing the utility attempts to buy back power in a load man-
agement action. It is seen that all customer agents sell and thus reduce power use in a balanced
way. It is also seen that the optimal situation is achieved in just a few negotiation rounds.

consumption. The optimum situation, i.e. market equilibrium, is achieved in just a few
negotiation rounds. This picture is representative for all simulations we have carried out.

Field experiments

As a next step, a field experiment is currently being conducted. The HOMEBOT software
system has been connected to the various components of the heating installation of Villa
Wega, a large villa located at Ronneby, Sweden, which is used as an office building. The
heating installation consists of nearly 30 components, most of them being radiators. Each
individual radiator is separately metered and able to communicate with the HOMEBOT sys-
tem over the power line. This communication covers the ability to read the current load
state of any individual radiator, to change this state by giving on/off switching instructions
over the power line, and to obtain real-time data concerning the accumulated energy con-
sumption for each device. Thus, it is possible to test our concept for distributed load man-
agement in a realistic situation, including the market-based load balancing, the scheduling
procedure and its implementation, and the associated two-way power-line communication
actions.

Preliminary results confirm that, like in the simulations, the auction and scheduling pro-
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cedures are very fast, just a matter of tenths of seconds. The slowest part is the commu-
nication over the power line. At our conference presentation, we will discuss the latest
information concerning the ongoing field tests. Also, results will be reported at a special
web site, see http://www.enersearch.se/~ ygge/Work/Projects/PublicWega. It is the in-
tention to extend our field experiment in the future by adding temperature sensors in all
rooms that are also connected to the HOMEBOT system via power-line communication,
and in a next phase to further increase the number of connected loads.

Conclusion

We have discussed a new concept for large-scale distributed load management. It is
based on two-way information exchange, whereby the load-balancing decisions are made
through market mechanisms similar to an auction. This auction is carried out by small
smart software programs in devices (such as radiators) that represent and assist the cus-
tomer. This approach has a number of specific features and advantages:

� Scale. Large numbers of equipment can be dealt with in this approach: thousands,
even millions of devices can be handled simultaneously by the market mechanism.

� Flexibility. The overall goal of load balancing is achieved by coordination between
many small programs with local information and ‘intelligence’, rather than by one
big single point of control that has to ‘know and steer everything’. This gives a much
more flexible and natural architecture in highly distributed applications such as the
present one.

� Adaptability. The present approach deals well with the (common) situation whereby
the environment of the system is changing dynamically, with loads entering or dis-
appearing at unknown and irregular times.

� Customizability. The approach gives ample room to cater for individual customer
preferences and interaction styles, and for changing these.

� Wide applicability. Although we have sketched only a restricted scenario for load
management, the market programming concept can be used for many different ap-
plications and scenarios. The basic ideas and procedures remain the same.

A very high degree of automation is achieved in finding the optimum situation in distrib-
uted load management. Information exchange and problem solving methods appear to be
computationally fast, robust and efficient. As follow-up to the many software simulations
that have been successfully carried out, field experiments are currently being conducted.
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